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Fig. 1.—The carry-all, with smoker fuel, smoker, veil, hat and gaiters

A BEEKEEPER’S CARRY-ALL

By S. R. CHAMBERS, Field Assistant (Apiculture)

To have all one’s working gear conveniently placed in a readily portable unit, saves time and trouble in the apiary, and this handy carry-all has already proved its value on hive inspection work.

It enables a burning smoker to be carried from place to place with a minimum of fire risk, and is designed so that hive-tools, extra smoker fuel, veil, hat, gaiters, notebook, pencils etc., are all ready to hand when and where needed.

The carry-all is made from two honey-tins or kerosene-tins. The centre portion which accommodates the smoker and hive-tools is one complete tin cut obliquely so that the lid is deeper in front than at the back. Measure up about 12in. from the bottom and cut horizontally across the back of the tin, then measure 8in. from the bottom and make a similar cut across the front. Join these two cuts by two sloping cuts along the sides of the tin.

To give added strength, solder a fencing-wire reinforcement along the edges of the cuts, rolling the tin over the wire if you have sufficient skill as a tinsmith.

A single 3in. butt hinge is fixed in position by gutter-bolts and solder at the back of the tin and it will be found that the lid, being deeper in front remains closed, sealing the smoker when in transit.

To prevent annoying rattles, and to give a still closer seal, slit a length of small-diameter rubber tubing lengthwise and slip it over the edges of the box. It may be attached by a few fine wire ties at intervals.
Two larger gutter-bolts or eye-bolts are inserted in the sides of the tin and soldered in position. These take the handle, made from heavy-gauge wire with a length of conduit pipe or rubber to give a comfortable grip.

The two storage compartments are made from the two halves of a honey-tin which has been cut vertically down the centre.

The two halves are cut so that they reach to the edges of the centre box at front and rear and are sloped away to the outer edges. They are given a slight overlap and soldered to the centre portion. Leave the bottom seams unsoldered to permit drainage if necessary.

Smoker fuel, such as pine needles, is carried in one side, while the other takes veils, linen hat, gaiters and notebook.

This simple item of equipment has been tested and proved satisfactory in the field, and any beekeeper will find it well worth constructing.

BRANDS ON POTATO BAGS

Since the recent promulgation of regulations under the Agricultural Products Act, it is an offence for potato growers to forward potatoes to market unless brands other than the grower's brand have been removed or obliterated.

Bags should be stencilled in a conspicuous place in letters not less than two inches in height with the name and address of the grower followed by the word "Potatoes" and the grade thereof. Any other name, brand or mark of any kind should be completely obliterated or removed from the containers.
For everlasting stock water and irrigation supplies

**DICON Butyrate**

**NON-CORROSIVE PIPING**

**IS THE ECONOMIC ANSWER!**

* *ECONOMIC*
Light weight means low freight costs. Crystal clear walls result in constantly low co-efficient of water friction. Resistant to termites, rodents and all corrosion.

* *EASILY INSTALLED*
One man can easily join a thousand feet of Di-Con in an hour (in the field). In 20 foot semi-flexible lengths joined by simple Solvent Welding technique using low-cost pressure moulded fittings.

* *EVERLASTING*
Butyrate Piping has been proved in use in both America and Australia over the last fifteen years — can now be considered virtually EVERLASTING. Used exclusively in South Australian Government's irrigation projects on River Murray settlements.

**Compare these prices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price per ft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1(\frac{1}{4})&quot;</td>
<td>1/11(\frac{1}{2})d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;</td>
<td>1/2(\frac{1}{3})d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>1/7d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>2/8d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All sizes internal diameters.

*SAFE WORKING PRESSURE*
100 pounds per square inch.

**DICON Butyrate PLASTIC PIPING**

Telephone
BA 9711

McPherson's Ltd.

At Industry's Service Since 1860

532 MURRAY STREET, PERTH.
We CHALLENGE you!

find us a better tractor!

One that . . . . . .

- Consistently uses less fuel than a Ferguson.
- Is more versatile than a Ferguson.
- Is more swiftly, more easily adjusted than the Ferguson.
- Has a more efficient 3-point linkage than the Ferguson.
- Has more hydraulic depth control than the Ferguson.
- Has surer automatic protection against hidden obstacles.
- Has a safer built-in starter.

Ask for a Demonstration NOW
or see your Local Dealer.

BRITISH TRACTOR AND MACHINERY CO.
121 HAY STREET, SUBIACO
W 2626, W 2553